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The TestDrive is now well
established, and all users
are required to pay for
the service, as described
below. Milling Before
start-up, data is recorded
using a contact micrometer
to establish stock removal
and milling time. This
data is then compared to
stock removal and milling
times that have been
established during testing
using a five axis machine.
For this purpose, users
were supplied with a
milling machine that
matched the CNC machine,
along with a standard set
of fixtures. In addition,
users were asked to
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provide a small quantity
of stock material, a
standard small spindle and
milling tools that were
similar to those that they
would use in normal
production. Users were
then asked to mill several
test parts, using the same
settings as the ones that
they would use for
production. The
differences in time and
stock removal were then
recorded. Tooling Before
the users supply tooling,
data is recorded using a
dial indicator on the
spindle shaft to establish
stock removal and set up
time. This data is then
compared to stock removal
and setup time that has
been established during
testing using a five axis
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machine. For this purpose,
users were supplied with a
V-blocks that matched the
CNC machine, along with a
standard set of fixtures.
In addition, users were
asked to provide a small
quantity of stock
material, a standard small
spindle and milling tools
that were similar to those
that they would use in
normal production. Users
were then asked to mill
several test parts, using
the same settings as the
ones that they would use
for production. The
differences in time and
stock removal were then
recorded. Operating cost
The raw data from the
previous two tests are
entered into an online
spreadsheet, which
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includes the total time
used, stock removal and
setup time. The
spreadsheets are then
analysed to give a cost
per hour. For this
purpose, the users are
required to supply a
standard cost per hour for
the cost of the tooling
and for wages and
overhead. User Feedback
The TestDrive is run
regularly and is a key
part of the CNC
Consortium's quality
control procedure. The
data from the test is then
submitted to the relevant
CNC Consortium member as
part of the feedback
provided at the end of the
programme. Current
Programme The TestDrive
programme is run on an
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annual basis, and was
launched at the end of
2016. In 2017, 60 CNC
manufacturers and users
participated. The
programme is run on a
national basis, and is
organised
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